Rapid Transit and Key Bus Routes

Legend:
- GL: Blue Line
- GL: Green Line and its branches
- GL: Green Line
- ML: Mattapan High Speed Line
- OL: Orange Line
- SL: Silver Lines (Bus Rapid Transit)
- C: Commuter Rail
- F: Key Bus Route (Frequent Service)
- S: Commuter Ferry Route
- M: AMTRAK Service

Accessibility:
- All bus, ferry services, not marked commuter rail and subway stations are accessible.
- Not accessible station

Customer Service and Travel Information:
- 617-222-3200
- 800-992-6100
- 617-222-5146 TTY
- MBTA Transit Police
- 617-222-1212
- 617-222-1200 TTY
- Website
- www.mmbta.com
- Elevator, escalator and lift updates
- 800-352-6100
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